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The solar resource is by nature variable: during a day the production of a solar energy
system can go from its maximum to a value close to zero in just a few seconds. This
variability has two causes, the first is the result of the apparent movement of the sun
relative to the earth, the second depends on the movement of clouds and more
generally on weather conditions. In the case of a high penetration rate of solar energy
and particularly of photovoltaic (PV) production, this variability can lead to sudden
variations in electrical production (power calls) which represent real challenges for
network managers. Thus, a massive deployment of solar energy is impossible if its
intrinsic spatio-temporal variations are not controlled.
Spatio-temporal distribution and variability at the scale of a large territory, such as a
region or a country, has been the subject of many studies, and probability laws and
prediction models have been developed (Perez et al. 2016). However, this is not the
case at the urban and intra-urban scale due to, among other things, the
heterogeneity of orientations and inclinations of the producing surfaces (especially
facades), the complexity of shading between buildings, the influence of outdoor
conditions or urban climate (Freitas et al., 2019). Also, a good knowledge of this
resource is necessary since on it depends the reliability, robustness and
performance of integration, management and operation strategies.

Candidate

The objective of this work is to better understand this variability through its spatial
characterization (pattern recognition, shaded areas/neighborhoods, influence of
urban morphology) and temporal (spectral analysis, characteristic time scales, etc...).
In this perspective, the candidate will implement methods of information processing
by machine learning or statistical approaches (Principal Component Analysis,
Fourier analysis, neural networks...) in order to analyze sunshine data of different
neighborhoods. Based on this characterization, this project aims to identify strategies
for the management and integration of solar energy in urban areas.
This study will mobilize general knowledge on physics, especially radiation.
Knowledge of data analysis methods will also be appreciated (eigenvalue
decomposition, Fourier analysis, etc.).
The candidate should have a strong taste for research, as the candidate could then
be supported by the laboratory for a request for funding for a thesis. In this
perspective, the candidate should have an excellent academic record (very good
ranking within his or her class).
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